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GA 315 : Crusz, Rienzi

Rienzi Crusz fonds : 2010 accrual.  - [197-]-2011.  -  95 cm of textual records.
Contents: accrual consists primarily of ms. and ts. poetry and prose, some of which 

are already listed in the finding aid and accrual lists.  Also includes correspondence, personal 
files and biographical information.  The series structure follows that of the original finding aid 
so not all series numbers appear.

The extent is measured in linear metres of shelf space occupied by the accrual.
Finding aid available: file level.

Series 1.01 :     Manuscripts : Poems : Individual

Manuscripts : Poems : Individual.  - [197-?]-2010.  - 100 folders.
Contents: series consists of ms. and ts. drafts of 100 individual poems by Rienzi Crusz. 

 Includes photocopies. Some drafts contain ms. corrections or annotations by the author.
Series arranged alphabetically by poem title.

File 1     After the K-W Writer's Award.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output) with pencil markings.

This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1995 and 2005.

File 2     After the K-W Writers' Award #2.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one 1 ts. (2l., photocopy or computer output), newly signed 

by the author.
See also "Not exactly Jade."
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 3     Again, a dream of another brief kind of summer.  - 2010.
Contents: file consists of three ms., four ts. drafts, some with ms.  corrections and 

changes.

File 4     All I ask is my life.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and in GA 70 Accrual 1997.

File 5     Apartment #13.  - [19--].
Contents: 1 ts. (photocopy or computer output), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70, GA 70 Accrual 1993, and GA 70 

Accrual 2009.

File 6     The art of self-deception.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 7      As told to a new Asian immigrant on the brink of winter.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1999.

File 8      At the wedding of the lake.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), with recent initialled ms. note by the 

author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1999.

File 9      Autobiography.  - [1997].
Contents: File consists of two tss. (computer output), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 10     Baby-Photo Inc. vs Michael Egerton Crusz.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1997.
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File 11     Bouquet to my colonial masters.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of  two leaves of "draft notes" and one ts. (photocopy), newly 

initialled by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1995 and 2009.

File 12     Boy and bird.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy) newly signed by the author.

File 13     The child who would be a poet (for Michael).  - 2008.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (computer output), signed by the author.
This title also found in the original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 14     Civilization.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed, and one photocopy from a 

publication.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 15     Come take the shy man by his third ear.  - 1973.
Contents: File consists of two tss.(photocopies), newly signed, one dated 1973.

This title also found in the original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 16     Coming through the shadows.  - 2010.
Contents: File consists of two ms. and four ts. drafts (original). The drafts have ms. 

annotations and corrections.

File 17     Dark antonyms in paradise.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of two tss. (photocopies, variants), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in the original accession, GA 70.

File 18     Dark with excessive bright.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in the original accession, GA 70, and GA 70 Accruals 1995 and 
2009.

File 19     Death of a poet.  - [19--].
Contents: 1 ts. (original), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 as well as GA 70 Accruals 1995 and 

2007.

File 20     The divine equation.  - [1999].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(computer output), with ms. annotations, newly 

signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accruals 1997 and 2001.

File 21     A door ajar to Eden or Cathay.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed by the author.

File 22     Dusk.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70.

File 23     Elegy #2.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 24     Elegy (for Cleta Nora Marcellina Serpanchy).  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(original), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accruals 1993 and 2005.

File 25     Elegy for the perfect man.  - [before 1989].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accruals 1993 and 2005.
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File 26     Elegy for the poems that got away.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts.(photocopy), with ms. note newly inistailled by the 

author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and Accrual 2001 and 2009.

File 27     Elegy for the straw man.  - [1994].
Contents: file consists of one ts (computer output) with extensive annotations, marked 

"First Draft."The ts. marjked as "Final Copy" is a photocopy from a published work. The title 
was originally "Elegy for the ice-cube man."

File 28     Etiquette for an exotic night.  - [1988?].
Contents: file consists on one ts. (photocopy) with ms. corrections, newly signed by 

the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 accrual 1993.

File 29     Eventually grandpa.  - [198-?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (original), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 30     The eye.  - 1993.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 31     Faces of the sun-man.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists on one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 32     For a poet friend thrashed by a humbling wind.  - 1980.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (1 l., photocopy). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 original accession as well as Accrual 2001 and 2007.

File 33     For Cleta Marcellina Nora Serpanchy #1.  - 1996.
Contents: File consists of one ts. draft (computer output, 2 copies), dated 18.1.96, 

newly signed by the author. Ms. note on each "Draft copy." This poem is also found with title 
"Thinking of you mother #1."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.

File 34     For Cleta Marcellina Nora Serpanchy #3.  - 1996.
Contents: File consists of one ts. draft (computer output), dated 24.12.95, newly 

signed by the author. Ms. note "Draft copy," also one ms. correction.  This poem is also found 
with title "Thinking of you mother #1."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.

File 35     For the winter man.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession GA 70.

File 36     From a fisherman's log-book.  - [197-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (original?). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 37     The genetics of language.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy?) with ms. annotations and corrections. 

Includes ms. note: "Early draft of In a weathervane idion," initialled by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993 and 2007.

File 38     The geography of voice.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of two tss. (computer output and photocopy). Newly signed by 

the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993 and 2009.

File 39     Getting to know you.  - [2002?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.
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File 40     The ghosts of kings.  - [20--?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 41     God is in the apple turnover.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1995 and 1997.

File 41b     Guess what happened the day I walked on water.  - [199-].
Contents:  one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1999 and 2005.

File 42     God is in the apple turnover.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1999 and 2005.

File 42b     How can we understand the pain in the rickshawman's thighs.  - [200?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (original) , signed by the author. Ms. note: "Early 

Draft."
This title also found in original accession, GA 70, as "Why now we'll never understand 

the pain in the rickshawman's thighs," also in GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 43     In a weathervane idiom.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of two  ts. vesrions (computer output, photocopy). The 

photocopy is signed by the author. Ms. note on the computer output version: "Final Copy."
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2005.

File 44     Inheritance.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.

This title also found in the original accession, GA 70, and Accruals 1993, 1995, 2001 
and 2009.

File 45     The interview.  - [1998].
Contents: File consists of two tss. (5 and 6 leaves, computer output).Includes 

author's ms. notes. "Revised 25.4.98."
This title appears in GA 70 and in GA 70 Accrual 1999.

File 46     King Kong doesn't understand the English language.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one partial ts. (original) with ms. annotations, signed by the 

author. Initialled ms. note: "Early draft."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 47     Know your own bone.  - 1996.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997 and 2009.

File 48     Late evening in Bechtel woods.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995 and 2007.

File 49     Learning the language.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy, 2 copies). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in Original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2001.

File 50     Leaving, Michael style.  - [20--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), signed by the author.

File 51     Love poem for Anne #2.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of two separate poems with the same title. One version has two 

variant copies (one orginal, one photocopy). The original has an ms. annotation and is marked 
"Draft;" the photocopy is signed and has an ms. note :"Early Draft version." The second version 
is one ts. (original), signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993.
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File 52     Love poem for Anne #4.  - 1996.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), ms. correction, signed by the 

author, with  note "Early draft to be revised."
This title also found in  GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 53     Magpie.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession GA 70 Accrual 1999, 2001, 2009.

File 54     Masks.  - [1989].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1999 and 2007..

File 55     Mayaro sea sculpture.  - [before 1989].
Contents: file consists of two tss. (photocopy). One copy has ms. annotations and 

corrections and is marked "Draft." The other is clean and newly signed by the author.
This title also found in orignal accession GA 70.

File 56     The midnight hour/before citizenship.  - 1989.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy) with ms. annotations.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 57     Moving.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy).
This title found in GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1995, 1999.

File 58     Never discuss theology with your granddaughter.  - 1993.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1995, 1997, 2007.

File 59     Night train through the tunnel.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 60     No fixed address.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy). Newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1999, 2001

File 61     Not exactly Jade.  - 1996.
Contents: 1 ts. draft with holograph corrections. Original title: "After the K-W Writer's 

Awards #2."
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997.

File 62     Not for her the madness of art.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy) with ms. annotations, newly signed by 

the author..
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995.

File 63     Ode to a fly (after Pablo Neruda).  - 2002.
Contents: file consists of two variant tss. (photocopies). One version is dated 

26.11.2002; the other is signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.

File 64     Of life and death.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists of two variant tss. (originals), ms. notes: "Draft...", initialled by 

the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2001.

File 65     Of spiders and sponge cakes.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), ms. note: "Draft experimental poem", 

initialled by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2001.
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File 66     On the beach.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and Accrual 1993 and 2005.

File 67     The opposite men.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and Accrual 1995 and 1997.

File 68     The painter.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1997.

File 69     Please, no more questions.  - 2003-2010.
Contents: File consists of seven versions: draft 1 is an ms. (original); drafts 2-6 are 

tss. (computer output), draft [7] is a ts. (computer output) with one correction, dated 
14.2.2010 and signed by the author. Title varies.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.

File 70     Poem for a certain Atlantic critic.  - [200-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output). Ms. note: "Early draft, later 

published under the title 'Conversations with God about my present literary whereabouts' with 
some modifications," initialled by the author.

File 71     Poetics.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (original), signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 72     Poetry reading (Scarborough College).  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1995.

File 73     The rain doesn't know me any more.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 74     Remains of an Asian poet writing in Canada.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (computer output).

File 75     Return of the fishermen.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 199.

File 76     Rice.  - 1994.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author, 

dated 26.1.94.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995.

File 77     Salute to a cat with a head full of memories.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70.

File 78     Seasons of memory.  - 1995.
Contents: File consists of one ms. draft (original), "revised 31,1,95; as well as one ts. 

(computer output) with corrections marked "Final copy."." 1 ts. draft (computer output), with 
holograph annotations and author's note.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 2007.

File 79     The separate one.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (1 l., original). Signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 original accession as well as Accrual 1993.

File 80     Slow dancing.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70  as well as GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1995, 

2001..
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File 81     Song for silence.  - 2008.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output) dated 20.9.2008, signed by the 

author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70  as well as GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1995, 

2001..

File 82     Song for the burning bush.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of three versions  (computer output), one signed by the author, 

one marked "Draft" with ms. annotations, one marked "Final copy."
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2009.

File 83     Song for the Indian River man (Indian River, Keene, 10 May, 1986) for Murray Black.  -
 1986.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy) with one ms. correction, dated 28 July, 

1986, signed by the author.

File 84     Song of the immigrant.  - [199-].

Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession GA 70  as well as GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 
2003.

File 85     Spring raking.  - 1996.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output) with ms. corrections,  dated 

13.6.96.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1995, 1997.

File 86     Sunday morning.  - [197-?].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (photocopy) with ms. corrections, newly signed by 

the author.
This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 87     Taxi.  - 1996.
Contents: File consists of three ts. versions (computer output) with this title. One has 

one ms. correction and is is dated 24.7.96 (2 copies). The other two are newly signed by the 
author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997.

File 88     There's always a water bead in the cactus (for my favourite students at SSAS).  - 
[2009].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 89     Thinking of you Mother #1.  - 1995.
Contents:  File consists of one ts. (computer output) dated 23.12.95, with pencil 

correction, and signed by the author. Other drafts of this poem have title "For Cleta Marcellina 
Nora Serpanchy #1."

File 90     Thinking of you Mother #3 : Maria takes Antoni on safari.  - 1995.
Contents:  File consists of one ts. (computer output) dated 24.12.95, with pencil 

correction, and signed by the author. Other drafts of this poem have title "For Cleta Marcellina 
Nora Serpanchy #3."

File 91     A touch of genetics (for Michael).  - 1990.
Contents: file consists of one ms. (original) dated 1990, signed by the author and one 

ts. (computer output).
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2009.

File 92     The unhyphenated Canadians.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1997.

File 93     The upside-down elephant who was a poet.  - [197-?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy) with ms. note: "Draft poem: this poem 

revised with a new title 'The elephant who would be a poet'," initialled by the author.
This title also found in original accession GA 70 and GA 70 Accrual 1995.
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File 94     The wedding photo and the geckoes of the evening.  - 1996.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (computer output), with ms. corrections by the 

author and dated 25.6.96. Ms. note on p.1: "Draft, revised 28.6.96."r

File 95     Why I can talk of the angelic qualities of the raven.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993.

File 96     Winter grass.  - 1997.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (computer output), newly signed by the author, 

dated 8.2.97
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997 and 1999.

File 97     Yes, in our Father's house there are many rooms.  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy), newly signed by the author.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993 and 1997.

File 98     You gaze at the sun, then you are lost in the dark - Seferis (for Anne).  - [199-].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (photocopy, 2 copies), newly signed by the author.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005.

Series 1.02 :     Manuscripts : Books

Manuscripts : books.  - 1977-2011.  - 36 folders.
Contents: series consists of manuscripts of books of poetry by Rienzi Crusz.  

Manuscripts consist of ts. and ms. drafts of poems (some are photocopies), with annotations 
and corrections by Rienzi Crusz and editorial comments by others.

Series arranged alphabetically by manuscript title.

File 99a     Beatitudes of ice.  - 1995.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (78 numbered l., computer output) with ms. notes and 

corrections by the author. Includes ms. page numbering and author's note on folder: "Original 
Copy, Early draft of the Beatitudes of Ice."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2001, 2007 and 2009.

File 99b     Beatitudes of ice.  - 1995.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (79 unnumbered l., computer output) with minor ms. 

notes by the author. Includes author's note on folder: "Early draft ms. Beatitudes of Ice. Rienzi 
Crusz" and also an ms. author's sticky note attached to the title-page.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2001, 2007 and 2009.

File 100     Beatitudes of ice.  - 2008.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (74 numbered l., computer output).   Includes author's 

note on first page: "Final copy ms. (2008) 2nd copy. RC." The 2008 reprint was published by 
Elvin Hill.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2001, 2007 and 2009.

File 101     Beatitudes of ice.  - 2008.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (74 numbered l., computer output).   Includes author's 

note stapled to the title page: "2 Sept. 2008, Beatitiudes of Ice: PDS MS." with later note "Final 
PDS Ms. RC." The 2008 reprint was published by Elvin Hill.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2001, 2007 and 2009.

File 102     Beatitudes of ice.  - 2008.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (74 numbered l., computer output).   Includes author's 

note on folder: "Beatitudes, Copy 2, Reprint ed., 2008, Sept.)as well as an initialled ms. note 
on the title-page. The 2008 reprint was published by Elvin Hill.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1995, 1997, 2001, 2007 and 2009.

File 103     Bumpis the magical elephant.  - 2000.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (16 numbered leaves, computer output), with authors 

ms. note on first page: "4 June 2000 (5th draft."
This title also found in GA 70, GA 70 Accrual 1993 and 2001.
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File 104     Bumpis the magical elephant.  - 2000.
Contents: file consists of a spiral-bound ts. (16 numbered leaves, computer output), 

with author's ms. note on first page: "30.5.2000 (4th draft)" and an initialled note on the 
cover: "Early draft, RC." Includes ms. comments in the text by an unkown reader.

This title also found in GA 70, GA 70 Accrual 1993 and 2001.

File 105     The cinnabar of sun.  - 1977.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (76 unnumbered l., photocopies, t.p. dated 1977) 

with accompanying ms. note by the author (dated 26.7.2010)stating that this work was later 
published under the title Elephant & Ice, also that the ms. pencil annotations are by T. Eadie.

This title also found in original accession, GA 70 and GA 70 Accruals 1993 and 1999.

File 106     Don't tell me that I am not an elephant.  - [2010].
Contents: File consists of one spiral-bound ts. (124 unnumbered l., computer output) 

with accompanying ms. note by the author (dated 30.10. 2010)that this is the 2nd rev. ms.

File 107     Don't tell me that I am not an elephant.  - 2011.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (79 unnumbered l., computer output,  t.p. dated 

2011) with accompanying ms. note by the author (dated 15 Oct. 2010)
Not to be quoted.

File 108     Elephant and ice.  - 1979.
Contents: file consists of one ts. ( 66 unnumbered leaves, photocopies, t.p. dated 

1979)with author's ms. note: " Elephant & Ice, 1980, early draft, RC."
This title also listed in GA 70 and in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 2005, 2007.

File 109     Elephant and ice.  - 1979.
Contents: file consists of one ts. ( 68 unnumbered leaves, photocopies, t.p. dated 

1979)with author's ms. note: " Manuscript of Elephant & Ice, 1980, RC."
This title also listed in GA 70 and in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 2005, 2007.

File 110     Elephant and ice.  - [1979].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (102 unnumbered leaves, photocopies, undated)with 

author's ms. note: " Elephant & Ice, early draft ms., RC."
This title also listed in GA 70 and in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 2005, 2007.

File 111     Enough to be mortal now.  - 2007.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (110 unnumbered l., computer output, dated 2007) Ms. 

note signed by the author inserted: "This is the manuscript as done in 2007. It's a draft & is 
incomplete. The poems are not in sequence. " Ms. note by the author also on folder, dated 24 
June 2007.

This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 112     Enough to be mortal now.  - 2009.
Contents: file consists of a ts. draft (147 unnumbered l., computer output, dated 

7.6.2009), spiral bound.  Also includes ms. note by author : "This is the penultimate draft ... ."
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 113     Enough to be mortal now.  - [2009].
Contents: file consists of a ts. draft (140 unnumbered l., computer output).  Also 

includes ms. note by author: "This was the draft ms. of poems that I would have included ..." 
detailing his difficulties with the publisher.

This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 114     Enough to be mortal now.  - 2009.
Contents: file consists of a ts. draft (147 unnumbered l., computer output, dated 3 

June 2009) Ms. note by author on folder: "Enough to be mortal now. Penultimate ms. Master 
copy. 3 June 2009."

This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 115     Enough to be mortal now.  - 2009.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (147 unnumbered l., computer output, dated 7.6.2009), 

spiral-bound. Two ms. notes by the author inserted: "Early ms. ...", commenting on 
disagreement with the publisher.

This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 116     Enough to be mortal now.  - [2009?].
Contents: file consists of a ts. draft (140 unnumbered l., computer output, undated), 

spiral-bound. Ms. note by author on first page: "2 draft, RC."
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.
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File 117     Enough to be mortal now : editorial comments by Bryan Smith.  - [19--].
Contents: File consists of one ms. (18 numbered pages, original) of comments by 

Bryan Smith on the work Enough to be mortal now by Rienzi Crusz.

File 118     Gambolling with the divine : poems, selected and new.  - [2002].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (118 unnumbered l., computer output). Includes ms. 

note by the author attached to folder : "Draft copy of Gambolling with the divine, RC."
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005 and 2007.

File 119     The house on Elvin Hill.  - [2000?].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (85 numbered leaves, computer output.) Includes 

author's note inserted and author's ms. notes also on folder. Editorial comments by Prof. 
Ojaide. On t.p.: "Draft 1, Ojaide."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2001 and 2005.

File 120     The house on Elvin Hill.  - 2000.
Contents: File consists of one ts. (112  unnumbered leaves, computer output.) 

Includes author's note inserted and author's ms. notes also on folder. Editorial comments by 
Prof. Ojaide. On t.p.: "Draft 2, 22.3.2000."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2001 and 2005.

File 121     The house on Elvin Hill : an autobiographical journey : poems selected and new.  - 
[2000?].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (170 numbered leaves, computer output), spiral-

bound. Includes author's note attached to cover. Note on cover: "Draft 2." Ms. annotations by 
Lesley Elliott.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2001 and 2005.

File 122     In human colours.  - [199-].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (vi, 46 numbered leaves, computer output). Includes 

author's note inserted, attached to correspondence from Prof. Roger Nash dated May 1997, 
who provided editorial comment in this draft. Ms. note on folder : "Early incomplete draft ... ."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2007.

File 123     In human colours.  - [199-].
Contents: File consists of one ts. (226 numbered and unnumbered leaves, computer 

output, photocopies, in no order.)Many leaves carry the header "Enough to be mortal now;" 
some may be duplicates, and an ms. table of contents is inserted in the ms. Includes author's 
ms. note inserted: "This is the nuclear ms. that finally evolved into the Selected Works as 
Insugent Rain.

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2007.

File 124     List of new and unpublished poems.  - 2007.
Contents: file consists of a ts. (96 unnumbered l., computer output, dated 

30.Dec.2007), spiral-bound. Includes table of contents and copies of the poems.
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1997, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 125     Love where the nights are green.  - [2006?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (110 p., computer output ), spiral-bound. Note by R. 

Crusz on t.p.: "Draft 2, October 2006." Includes ms. corrections.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005, 2007 and 2009.

File 126     Love where the nights are green : French translation by Isabelle Metral.  - 2010.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (60 unnumbered leaves, computer output). Ms. note 

by R. Crusz inserted. French title: L'Amour La ou les nuits sont vertes.
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005, 2007 and 2009.

File 127     Number not used
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005, 2007 and 2009.

File 128     Love where the nights are green : poems, selected and new, 1974-2003.  - [2004?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (136 unnumbered leaves, computer output ), spiral-

bound. Note by R. Crusz : "Draft manuscript with some editorial comments."
This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 2005, 2007 and 2009.

File 129     Poems new and selected, edited by Michael Thorpe.  - 1990.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (58 unnumbered leaves, computer output and 

photocopies; one l. original). Includes ms. note by the author attached to the folder.  Includes 
editorial comments by Stuart MacKinnon.
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File 130     Poetry of Rienzi Crusz : random snapshots.  - [20--?].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (66 unnumbered leaves, computer output ).

File 131     The rain doesn't know me anymore.  - 1992.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (82 numbered leaves, photocopies). Author's ms. 

note on cover: "Draft manuscript of The Rain Doesn't Know Me Anymore."
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1997, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 132     The rain doesn't know me anymore.  - 1992.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (82 numbered leaves, photocopies). Author's ms. 

note on cover: "Draft No. 2."
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1997, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 133     The rain doesn't know me anymore.  - 1992.
Contents: file consists of one ts. (82 numbered leaves, photocopies). Author's ms. 

note on cover: "Manuscript (Draft)... ."
This title also listed in GA 70 Accruals 1993, 1997, 2005, 2007, 2009.

File 134     Sardiel.  - [1998].
Contents: file consists of one ts. (91 l. numbered but in no order, computer output). 

Author's ms. note inserted: "A very early incomplete draft manuscript of the book Lord of the 
Mountain: the Sardiel Poems."

This title also found in GA 70 Accrual 1993, 1999, 2005, 2007.

Series 1.03 :     Manuscripts : Title Pages, Contents, Illustrations

Manuscripts : title pages, contents, illustrations.  - [197-]-2010.  - 7 folders.
Contents: series consists of drafts and working notes for title pages,  tables of 

contents and illustrationsfor manuscripts of books of poetry by Rienzi Crusz.
Series arranged alphabetically by manuscript title.

File 135     Flesh and thorn.  - [197-].
Contents: file consists of illustration by Virgil Burnett for the work published as Flesh 

and thorn. Includes author's ms. note.

File 136     Lord of the mountain : the Sardiel poems.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of a an illustration (photocopy) and the "Author's Note"  

(computer output.) Includes an ms. note by the author.

File 137     Love where the nights are green.  - 2010.
Contents: File consists of ms. lists of poems (5 l., original; 4 l., original). Includes 

author's attached ms. note.

File 138     The rain doesn't know me any more.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ms. note (original), comments by Virgil Burnett on his 

cover design for The rain doesn't know me any more..

File 139     Singing against the wind.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of one ms. list (2 l., original) of poems for the work Singing 

against the Wind by Rienzi Crusz. Includes ms. note by the author: "Final selection of poems ... 
."

File 140     Singing against the wind.  - 1981.
Contents: file consists of one ms. list (4 l., original) of poems for the work Singing 

against the Wind by Rienzi Crusz. Includes attached ms. note.

File 141     Sounds of the sun-man : contents.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of an ms. list of poems to be included in a projected work called 

Sounds of the Sun-Man. Includes author's ms. note.

Series 3.01 :     Correspondence To Rienzi Crusz

Correspondence to Rienzi Crusz.  - 1990-2010, predominant 2000-2010.
Contents: series consists of one folder containing 90 pieces correspondence to and 

from  Rienzi Crusz.
Series arranged alphabetically.
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File 142     Correspondence to Rienzi Crusz.  - 1990-2010, predominant 2000-2010.
Contents: file consists of  pieces of correspondence to and from Rienzi Crusz, including 

letters, photocopies of letters, print-outs of e-mail correspondence, and cards.  Some items 
include ms. annotations by Crusz. Includes letters containing comments on Crusz's poetry.

Material arranged in loose alphabetical/chronological order by the archivist.

Series 4 :     Biographical and Personal Files

Biographical and personal files.  - 1983-2010.  - 9 folders.
Contents: series consists of biographical and autobiographical information about 

Rienzi Crusz and his activities.  Includes clippings, grant applications, information about 
readings, and critical writings about his work.

This series is an amalgamation of material formerly described as five separate sub-
series.

Series 4.01 :     Biographical Notes

File 143     Biographical.  - 1996-2010.
Contents: File consists of three items, including the entry from the 2010 Canadian 

Who's Who.

Series 4.02 :     Biographical : Clippings

File 144     Biographical : clippings.  - 2009.
Contents: file consists of one clipping re book launch.

Series 4.04 :     Grants

File 145     Grants.  - 1999.
Contents: file consists of grant application and attached poems submitted to the Arts 

and Ontario Arts Council for the book Enough to be mortal now.

Series 4.06 :     Awards and Activities

File 146     Dorothy Shoemaker Literary Award contest, 2004.  - 2004.
Contents: file consists of material relating to Rienzi Crusz's work as a judge for the 

2004 Dorothy Shoemaker Literary Award Contest.  Includes ms. notes on the results.

Series 4.07 :     Readings

File 147     Readings.  - 1983-2010.
Contents: file consists of material relating to readings and seminars given by Rienzi 

Crusz for high school and university classes and at various festivals and events.  Includes ms. 
notes, ts. notes, flyers, ts. poems, correspondence, etc.

Material arranged in loose chronological order by the archivist.

Series 4.08 :     Announcements re: publications.

File 148     Dark antonyms and paradise.  - [1997].
Contents: file consists of a printout from the Amazon.com page for Dark antonyms 

and paradise by Rienzi Crusz.

File 149     Still close to the raven.  - 1989.
Contents: File consists of an invitation to the book launch and an announcement 

(photocopy) from Books in Canada.

Series 4.09.2 :     Works by Rienzi Crusz : Criticism and Analysis

File 150     Comments on poems rejected by Fiddlehead.  - 1999.
Contents : File consists of 10 l. of poems (computer output) with ms. pencil 

annotations. Includes a sticky-note from Fiddlehead, and one from another reader. Includes 
attached explanatory ms. note by the author, Rienzi Crusz.

File 151     Critical articles and essays : excerpts.  - [1992], 2008.
Contents : ts. excerpts from published works (photocopies) relating to the poetry of 

Rienzi Crusz.
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Series 5.02 :     Poems : Published in Periodicals

Poems : published in periodicals.  - 2008.
Contents: series consists of one periodical issue containing two poems by Rienzi Crusz.

File 152     Poems published, 2008.  - 2008.
Contents: "Becoming" and "If you must keep your paradise (for John)" published in  

Journal of Religious Reflection (New Series 4)2, no. 2 (July 2008): 36-38.

Series 6 :     Miscellaneous : Works by Others

Miscellaneous : works by others.  - [19--], 2002.
Contents: series consists of writing other than by Rienzi Crusz. Includes an ms. 

(original) and a ts. (photocopy), as well as a drawing and a poem by Crusz' son Michael.

Series 6.02 :     Miscellaneous : Works by Others

File 153     Miscellaneous : works by others.  - [19--], 2002.
Contents: File consists of writings other than by Rienzi Crusz. Includes a poem (1 l., 

original) by Michael Estok and a ts. essay (4 l., photocopy)by Noel Crusz.

Series 6.03 :     Miscellanous : Family

File 154     Miscellaneous : family.  - [19--].
Contents: file consists of  a drawing and poem by Rienzi Crusz' son Michael.


